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He may have super powers, but his is no hero's story... For someone who has no idea how he
acquired his special abilities, all Daniel Johnson wants is to live a simple, emotionally detached
life. He has a quiet day job, a solo night job and no social life to speak of, and that's just the way
he likes it.

That is until Olivia King, a woman from a past he'd rather leave behind, talks her way back into
his life and he discovers that he is neither strong nor fast enough to fight off the attraction. Just
as he finally accepts that she could be a permanent fixture in his life, Olivia disappears and he
upends New York City to try and save the day. But when being honorable doesn’t get him
results, Daniel yields to the dark pull of his powers, committing unspeakable acts in order to
rescue the only person he’s trusted with his secrets. And just when his life could not possibly
get more complicated, a psychic delivers some damning news that will pit his own happiness
against the safety of those around him.

Daniel has never considered himself a hero, but in the end, as he looks at the blood on his
hands, he wonders if he isn’t the villain of the story after all.
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About the Author
Wilette Youkey is a daydreamer who was born in the Philippines, raised in Australia, and now
calls the United States home. At the age of ten she penned a short story inspired by a Judy
Blume novel and has been unable to stop writing since. She has lived on four different
continents and most recently inhabited a 240-year-old castle in rural Germany owned by a Graf.
She now resides in California with her husband, two daughters, and a mini schnauzer. Her
stories are drawn from dreams, fantasies, music, and trips through airports. Apart from her
lifelong affair with words, she also loves graphic design, singing in the shower, Dunkin Donuts,
and working out. If she were a comic book character, she would be called Shorty Smalls and
would have the uncanny ability to grow several inches on command.
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